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An extensive experimental study by magnetic-resistivity, magnetostriction, and thermal-

expansion measurements on a single crystal of the hexagonal PrNi& compound is presented. The
magnetoelastic results are quite satisfactorily interpreted within a model involving the crystal-6eld
and quadrupolar interactions acting on the Pr ions and taking into account the Ni contribution.
All the unusual features, especially the maxima observed around 15 K in the thermal variations of
these properties, arise from crystal-field effects which lead to a nonmagnetic singlet ground state
lying about 40 K below the first magnetic level. The induced Ni magnetism, although very small,

strongly influences the observed behavior, especially the high-temperature magnetic susceptibility.
The magnetoelastic coeScients 8 ' and 8 and the total quadrupolar coeScients 6" and 6' were

determined, leading to the experimental evidence of antiferroquadrupolar interactions between
rare-earth ions in PrNi&.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rare-earth compounds are of great interest for the
study of magnetism. Indeed, because of the localization
of the 4f shell, it is possible to analyze quantitatively
many physical measurements, leading to a determination
of the different contributions to the Hamiltonian acting
on the rare earth. However, due to the strongly aniso-
tropic character of the properties, it is necessary to use a
single crystal to properly determine the different interac-
tions. Such an approach was successfully used in con-
centrated' and diluted ' cubic rare-earth compounds.
The best examples are the CsC1-type' or NaC1-type AM
compounds {A=rare earth, M=3d, 4d, or 5d transition
metal) where magnetoelastic and quadrupolar pair in-
teractions were determined with very good accuracy.

In this context, hexagonal compounds are especially
interesting to study, although the number of parameters
required to describe the Hamiltonian is greater than that
for cubic compounds. Indeed, they are the simplest sys-
tems with uniaxial anisotropy. Crystalline electric 6eld
4'CEF) effects have been already investigated in hexago-
nal systems such as some RNi5 compounds and yttri-
um and scandium-based rare-earth alloys. More recent-
ly, the single-ion magnetoelastic coupling was deter-
mined in these diluted alloys ' as mell as in Pr metal. "
The concentrated RNi5 compounds with a hexagonal
structure provide a good opportunity to study the bilin-
ear and quadrupolar interactions between rare-earth ions
as well.

As a result of the outstanding permanent magnet
properties of SmCo5, the systematic studies of the prop-
ert1es of ~Cos and ~N15 1ntermetalllc compounds began
nearly 20 years ago. In E.CO5, the Co is magnetic, and it

is very difFicult to obtain a good determination of both R
and Co contributions to the magnetic properties, espe-
cially the anisotropy due to the rare earth. In contrast,
in RNi5, the 3d shell of the Ni ions is almost filled up by
the valence electron of the rare earth and its contribu-
tion to magnetism is very small, which leads to the pos-
sibility of studying rare-earth properties in isolation.
Moreover, it is possible to obtain large single crystals of
excellent quality.

Among the RNi& series, PrNi5 is a fascinating com-
pound because, although small exchange interactions be-
tween Pr ions are present, it does not order down to a
very low temperature because of the existence of a CEF
singlet ground state as shown by magnetic susceptibility
and heat capacity measurements. ' Moreover, due to
the large Van Vleck susceptibility corresponding to the
relatively small separations of the single ground state
from the higher excited states, this compound was suc-
cessfully used for cooling through the adiabatic demag-
netization process. ' CEF and bilinear exchange param-
eters were previously determined from susceptibility
measurements neglecting the Ni contribution. ' These
CEF parameters are close to those determined, almost at
the same time, by inelastic neutron scattering. ' Finally,
low-temperature thermal-expansion measurements were
analyzed taking into account the CEF eftects. ' '

In this paper we present a systematic study of magnet-
ic and magnetoelastic properties of PrNi& single crystals.
The first part 4,'Sec. II) is devoted to the theoretical back-
ground used for the analysis of the experimental results.
Section III concerns the susceptibility, magnetization,
and resistivity measurements as we11 as their interpreta-
tion. Section IV describes the elastic and magnetoelastic
measurements and their analysis. Finally, Sec. V is de-
voted to the discussion of all the resu1ts.
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II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. The Hamiltonian

The relevant Hamiltonian describing the magnetic and
magnetoelastic properties of the 4f shell in a hexagonal
symmetry may be written, using the operator-equivalent
method' and the molecular field approximation, as

%=&cEF+&D+&g +Ame+E~l

In this expression,

&cEF——8202+Bgoq+8606+8606

gjl s(H r+"g~i a& J &) J' (3)

includes the Zeeman coupling and the Heisenberg ex-
change interactions. In this expression, H,& is the
erat'ective magnetic field acting on the rare-earth ion and
n is the total isotropic bilinear exchange parameter, both
terms taking into account the effect of the Ni magnetism
(see Sec. II D). The two-ion quadrupolar Hamiltonian,

sc &o—', &o', rc'(&O—2&o,'+4&&„&a„,)

sr~(& P,„&—~„+&I„&I„), (4)

which depends on three quadrupolar pair-interaction
coeNIcients associated with the I 1, I 5, and I 6 represen-
tations, respectively, in the case of an hexagonal symme-
try involves the following five second-order Stevens
operators:

is the crystalline electric field (CEF) Hamiltonian, where
the 0, 's are the Stevens. equivalent operators. ' The
81 's are the CEF parameters. The equation

e '= (e„„+e +e„) for I, ,v'3

Ea2
3 zz for r, ,

61= —(E~~ —
Eyy '), E2 —v 2E~y fol' I 5,XX gg

C 11C 22 ( C 12 )
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e)C= v'2
& P,„&,

C

(g)

= a'&O,'&, e;=v'Z &S„,& «» I, ,

e(=v'2 &P„& for I, .
c

After replacing these e"'s values in Eq. (5), %, appears
to be indistinguishable from %'& [Eq. (4)] and both terms
can be gathered into the total quadrupolar Hamiltonian

ef=v 2e,„, e(=v'2e, for 1 6 .

Within the harmonic hypothesis, the elastic energy is
written as

1 ca (&al)2+Ca &al&a2+ 1Ca (&a2)2
ei 2 11 12 p 22

+-,'c'[(e', )'+(e,')']+-,'c &[(ef)'+(~()'],

where the c"'s are the symmetrized background elastic
constants without magnetic interactions.

Minimizing the free energy with respect to the strains
leads to the following equilibrium values for the normal
strain modes e"'s:

02 3J, J(J+1), 0——
2
——J—„—Jy,

P, = —,
'

(J,.J.+J.J, ) (ij =xy, yz, zx ) .

G&o', &o', —G'(&o,'&o,'—+4&&„,&~„, )

G~[&J,„&J,„—+ & J„&p„]. (9)

This type of coupling has been extensively studied in cu-
bic CsC1-type rare-earth intermetallic compounds
where it is responsible for the quadrupolar ordering ob-
served in TmZn for example. ' The one-ion magnetoe-
lastic coupling,

The total quadrupolar coe%cients 6" then receive con-
tributions from both the one-ion magnetoelastic and the
quadrupolar pair interactions,

(Bal)2 a 28alBa2 a +(Ba2)2 a
Ga ) 22 12 ll

6 a a a 2
C11C22 (C12 )

1
(Balneal +8 a2&a2)oo

6
=6,+E for I"1,

—8'(e', Oz +2e2zP„)v'2

—&28 C(eg „+~/„),
linear in strain, is limited to second-rank terms and writ-
ten in symmetrized notation. In this expression, the
8~'s are the four magnetoelastic coe%cients associated
with the corresponding normal strain modes in hexago-
nal symmetry,

6'= — +K'=6', +E' for I
1 (8')

c

G~= +K'=G~ +E' for I"6 .
2(BC)2

C
me

It is worth noting that the average value &02 & is gen-
erally di8'erent from zero in hexagonal symmetry. As a
consequence, the I 1 term in &tIT gives an additional
contribution to the second-order CEF term in Eq. (2) as
soon as 8 ', 8, or K are present.
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In addition, this contribution is temperature depen-
dent through the variation of (Oz ). Therefore, in case
of strong quadrupolar coupling, it is worth taking into
account explicitly this contribution in addition to the
pure CEF one. On the other hand, from Eq. (8), there is

siroultaneously a quadrupolar contribution to the volume
and to the ratio c/a of the hexagonal unit cell, even
without a magnetic field. Applying a magnetic field
modifies (Oz ), and thus modifies e ' and e, and the
same relations as Eq. (8) may be written between the cor-
responding increments 5e ', 5e, and 5(oz) (see Sec.
III C).

B. Perturbation theory

The Hamiltonian [Eq. (1)] may be used in two ways
for describing the magnetic properties of the 4f shell.
First, a direct diagonalization of the full Hamiltoman
may be performed, in particular, in the presence of a
magnetic field, and all the average values of the J, 's

{i =x,y, z) and Oz, oz, PJ's (ij =xy, yz, zx) operators can
be deduced, whence the magnitude and position of the
rare-earth magnetic moment Mzi ——gzpz) (J ) and the
values of the strains e" [through Eq. (8)]. This is the
usual way for describing the magnetization and the mag-
netostriction curves (see Secs. III and IV).

The second way of using this Hamiltonian is to apply
a perturbation theory in the paramagnetic state and for
a low magnetic field. It is thus possible to analytically
express the free energy up to second order in the e"'s
and to fourth-order in H,z. This leads to the following
expansions of the magnetization Mz and of the incre-
ments 5( 0 z ) of the quadrupolar operators:

Mi). =&'W'&.a+&M'&'. it+ ' ' '
~

5& O; & =X~ a'„+, (m =0,2),

order operators involved when the magnetic field is ap-
plied along the three main symmetry directions of the
hexagonal unit cell. In these expressions, 70, +0[', g2,
and Xz

' (m=0, 2) are CEF susceptibilities which may be
calculated from the zero-field CEF level scheme, but the
value of which depends on the direction of the magnetic
field under consideration. For instance, Xzz) vanishes for
a magnetic field applied along the c axis, where (Oz ) is

modified, but (Oz ) remains zero. In the same way, Xo
is anisotropic and changes according to whether the field
is applied parallel or perpendicular to the c axis.
and the 7& 's explicitly depend on the quadrupolar

coeacients 6 and O'. From the experimental measure-
ment of these susceptibilities it is thus possible to deter-
mine these coefficients.

This perturbation theory has been widely applied to
the rare-earth compounds in cubic symmetry, ' and
the complex expressions for the various CEF susceptibil-
ities have been extended to the case of hexagonal and
tetragonal symmetries in Ref. 23.

C. Parastriction

In a general way, the relative change of length A, of a
sample can be expressed as a function of the normal
strain modes as

—5e '+ —5e (3P, —1)+ —E')(P„—P )

+&2~y„P, +&2~jP„P,+ &2~(jS,P, , (17)

where the p s are the direction cosines of the measure-
ment direction. Restricting ourselves to measurements
along the three main crystallographic directions a, b, c of
the orthohexagonal unit cell, the three normal strain
modes 5e ', 5e, and e', can be extracted through the
following relevant combinations:

(1) 0
+M 7

1 —ng0
(13)

5V 5a 5b 5c+ + =i/35'
V a b c

is the usual first-order paramagnetic susceptibility and

5&o;)=(o;&„—&o; &

5 5 5b
c a b

5a 5b
a b

2E1

(18)

2G a(y(2) )2 2G e(y(2) )2
y(3) &&3)+ 20 + 22

(1—nXO) 1 —6 X, 1 —O'Xz
(14}

is the third-order paramagnetic susceptibility which in-
cludes a pure crystal field Xo

' and quadrupolar (magne-
toelastic plus two-ion} contributions. We have

+20
t2)

XQ
(1—nXO) (1—G Xz)

X22
{2)

(1—n Xo)'(1 —O'Xz)

which are the quadrupolar susceptibilities associated
with 02 and 02 respectively, which are the only second-

In the paramagnetic phase and within the conditions
of validity of the perturbation theory, Eqs. (8), (12), (15),
(16), and (18) connect the various measured changes of
length to the different susceptibilities involved according
to the direction of the magnetic field. The magnetoelas-
tic coeacients 8 ', 8, and 8' and possibly the quadru-
polar parameters 6 and 6' can therefore be determined
{the bilinear exchange parameter n being considered as
known from magnetic susceptibility measurements).
This type of parastriction measurements has been suc-
cessfully performed in cubic systems such as rare-earth
zinc compounds.

We note that the investigation of the g mode, i.e., the
coeacients 8~, K~, and G~, is possible only by applying
a magnetic field in a direction intermediate between the
c axis and the base plane. On the other hand, in the
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paramagnetic range it is possible to obtain information
about the three modes nl, a2, and e, by applying the
magnetic field along the a, b, and c directions only. In
the case of a compound which orders magnetically, the
results are more limited in the ordered phase where only
the spontaneously magnetized state can be studied; that
constitutes the main advantage of working in the nonor-
dered phase.

D. Nickel contribution

As we will see below, the magnetic and magnetoelastic
properties of PrNi~ mainly originate from the 4f Pr el-ec-

trons. However, although Ni is nonmagnetic, its small
contribution plays an important role especially at high
temperature, i.e., when the 4f contribution is small (see
Sec, III and Fig. 1). Then contrary to the previous
analysis of PrNi5 we take into account this Ni contribu-
tion within the itinerant electron model (Pauh paramag-
net}. The Ni magnetization can be then written as

H,. is the internal magnetic field (external field corrected
for demagnetization effects), naN; is the molecular field
coe%cient between rare earth and nickel, and

+Ni~R Ni'

The total magnetization can then be written as

Mr ——Ma+MN; ——XN;H;+(1+a)Mq .

The total field acting on a Pr ion includes the internal
magnetic 6eld and the contributions from both Pr-Pr
and Pr-Ni exchange couplings,

(22)

where n =nzz+an&N; is the total isotropic bilinear ex-
change parameter acting on Pr ions. The Ni contribu-
tion therefore contributes by two ways to the rare earth:
(i) By enhancing the applied magnetic field leading to an
effective magnetic field H, it

——H; ( 1+a ), and (ii) by
enhancing the exchange interaction between Pr ions.

MN; ——XN;(H;+nN;N;MN;+nqN;Mq )

~Ni(Hi +nRNiMR } +NiHi ™R
where XN; is the 3d exchange enhanced susceptibility,

~ NiNi+Ni
(20}

K. Perturbation theory with nickel

In the paramagnetic state, when the 6eld is applied in
one of the main symmetry directions, Mz, MN;, and H,z
are collinear and can then be written in a scalar form.
Taking into account the Ni contribution, formula (11) of
Sec. II 8 becomes

M~ ——g~'H, ~+7~'H, ~

=X"'()+a)H, +Xi3'()+a)'H, ', (23)

)0-lA

CG

o
CV

I

Mr =[IN;+(1+a) XJIr']H; + (1+a)"Xir'H; (24)

This leads to the following expressions for the total first-
and third-order magnetic susceptibilities:

I'r" =7;+(&+a)'X~i" (25)

whence the expression for the total magnetization as a
function of the internal Geld,

g'r'=( I+a) XM (26}

%e see that 7~' is modi6ed by XN; and a, while X~' is
modified by a alone. In addition, the enhancement due
to 1+a is larger for g~~' than for g~'.

III. MAGNETIC PRQPKRTIKS

TEMPERATURE (K)

FIG. 1. Thermal variation of the reciprocal susceptibilities
l/+T of Prwis parallel and perpendicular to c. Black circles
are the experimental values, solid lines are the calculated varia-
tions, and dashed lines are the variations corrected for the
nickel contribution (see text).

Susceptibility and 6eld dependence of magnetization
were obtained from bulk magnetic measurements per-
formed on a single crystal of spherical shape by using
the extraction method in magnetic fields up to 80 kOe
and in the temperature range 1.5 —300 K. Measurements
were extended up to 150 kOe below 4.2 K at the Service
National des Champs Intenses in Grenoble.

A. Susceptibility

In Fig. 1 we have reported the thermal variation of
the reciprocal susceptibilities measured parallel and per-
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TABLE I. Crystal fields and exchange parameters obtained in PrNi, from di6'erent studies. %e
also show the parameters used to describe the Ni contribution to the magnetization.

This work Ref. 15

8 (K)
84 (10 K)
8 (10- K)
8 (10- K)
n (kOe/pq)
10 a
+N, (10 e.m. u./mole)

5.84+0.20
4.53+0.50
8.86+0.80
3.14+0.30

21+4
6.0+0.5

20.1+1.0

5.82
4.49
8.77
3.10

28

5.57
4,20
9.40
3.02

pendicular to the sixfold axis between 1.5 and 300 K.
Because of the hexagonal symmetry, the susceptibility
perpendicular to c is isotropic. On the contrary, a large
magnetocrystalline anisotropy between the c axis and the
basal plane is observed. In addition, at high temperature
the variations of the reciprocal susceptibility are not
linear and exhibit a negative curvature even at 300 K.
Moreover, the efFective moments deduced from the
slopes of these variations at 300 K are much larger than
the free Pr + ion moment. This negative curvature as
well as the weak values of the high-temperature slopes
arise from the Ni contribution. Using Eq. (25), we were
able to determine XN; and o. in order to deduce for
XM'=Xo/(1 nXO) —a thermal dependence characteristic
of the Pr contribution. The value obtained are given in
Table I. The variations of 1/XM then obtained are re-

e)('per irnen t

ported as dashed lines in Fig. 1, showing the large Ni
efFect at high temperatures.

At low temperature, as previously observed, ' the sus-

ceptibility perpendicular to c passes through a large
maximum around 16 K, whereas the variation decreases
monotonically along the c axis (see Fig. 2). These results
are quantitatively slightly difFerent from those reported
in Ref. 14 (see below). The large maximum arises from
the competition between the Curie and the Van Vleck
terms in a system with a nonmagnetic singlet ground
state.

Besides the Ni contribution determined above, the
magnetic susceptibility depends explicitly on five param-
eters: the four CEF parameters through Xo and the total
exchange coeScient n. As stated above, the quadrupolar
parameter 6 intervenes only in an indirect way by con-
tributing to the Bz parameter. %e will see below that
this contribution is negligible compared to that of the
pure CEF Bz term.

The parameters previously reported' '" (see Table I)
were determined without taking into account the nickel
and thus cannot describe our results (dashed lines in Fig.
2). %e were able to fit consistently the variations of
Figs. 1 and 2, as well as the results previously reported
(inelastic neutron scattering' and heat capacity' ) by
taking a slightly diFerent set of parameters (see Table I).
These parameters were then kept fixed in the following

analysis.

B. Resistivity

FIG. 2. Thermal variation of the low-temperature suscepti-
bilities gq of PrNi, parallel and perpendicular to c. Black cir-
cles are the experimental values. Solid and dashed lines are the
variations calculated with our parameters and with those given
in Ref. 12, respectively.

It is well known that there exists a close correlation
between heat capacity and resistivity. Therefore, as a
large Schottky anomaly is observed by heat capacity
around 16 K (Ref. 12), one can expect large thermal
efFects on the resistivity in the same temperature range.
%e have measured the resistivities of polycrystalline
samples of PrNi5 and LaNi5 between 1.5 and 300 K us-

ing an ac four-probe method. The thermal dependence
of these resistivities between 1.5 and 50 K are shown in
Fig. 3. The comparison between the two curves provides
evidence for a large magnetic contribution on PrNi,
above 4 K. The importance of this contribution is illus-
trated in the inset of Fig. 3 in which we have plotted the
thermal variation of dp /d T, where

p =p(PrNi~) —p(LaNi5) [p(LaNi~) being considered as
equal to the electronic and lattice contributions of PrNi~
and p representing the magnetic part]. This variation
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FIG. 3. Thermal dependences of resistivities of PrNi& and
LaNi& between 1.5 and 50 K. The inset shows the thermal
dependence of the thermal derivative dp /dT of the magnetic
contribution p to the resistivity of PrNi&. Black circles are
the experimental values while solid line is the calculated varia-
tion.

FIG. 4. Field dependence of magnetization at 1.5 K along
the three main symmetry directions of PrNi, . Black circles are
the experimental values. Solid and dashed lines are the varia-
tions calculated with and without quadrupolar interactions, re-
spectively.

is quite similar to that observed in the specific heat,
especially it exhibits s large rnsxirnum in the same tem-
perature range. This Schottky-like anomaly arises from
the spin disorder (SD) resistivity psD, which, in this
paramagnetic compound, is characteristic of the CEF
splitting, The psD resistivity wss calculated with the
above CEF parameters and the thermal variation of its
thermal derivativ is shown as a solid line in the inset of
Fig. 3. In spite of a small shift, the calculated variation
gives quite a good account of the experimental data.

C. FieM dependence of magnetization

The field dependences of magnetization measured up
to 150 kGe at 1.5 K along the a, 1, snd c axes of the
orthohexagonal cell are shown in Fig. 4. In agreement
with the susceptibility measurements, the c axis is the
hard magnetization direction. In the basal plane snd in
1ow field the magnetization measured along the a and b
axes are identical, in agreement with the isotropy of the
initial susceptibility (see Sec. III A). When the field is in-
creased, an anisotropy between both axes appears lead-
ing to the b axis as the easy magnetization direction.
This anisotropy arises from the effect of the 8& CEF
term and/or that of the quadrupolar interactions (see
below).

It is worth noting that along this axis a positive curva-
ture more pronounced around 70 kOe is observed. Such
a behavior, quite unusual for a paramagnetic compound,
is more similar to s metamagnetic transition in sn anti-
ferromagnet. This transition has the same CEF origin as
the maximum of the susceptibility observed perpendicu-
lar to c at 16 K (see Sec. III A). Note that the existence
of s maximum of the thermal dependence of the suscep-
tibility associated with a metsmsgnetic transition at low
temperatures are also observed in other systems which

do not order magnetically, such as the itinerant electron
rnetamsgnets. This is characteristic of systems with s
nonmagnetic ground state and magnetic excited states.

This behavior along b, as well as the variations along
a and c, are qualitatively well accounted for by the cal-
culated field dependences of magnetization using the Ni
and Pr parameters determined above (see Fig. 4). The
disagreement in high fields between the calculated and
experimental variations can arise from other contribu-
tions than those considered, such as the quadrupolar
coupling. This coupling, which does not appear explicit-
ly in the first-order susceptibility, appears in the expres-
sion of the third-order term and then modifies the high-
field magnetization.

As seen in Eq. (14), a clear way to demonstrate this
quadrupolar contribution is to investigate g~'. The usu-
al way to extract XM' is to plot the isothermal variations
of the ratio Mr/H; as a function of H;. In low field,
linear variations are expected; the value in zero field
gives 7'M', while the slope provides X~'. Such an analysis
wss successfully used to determine the quadrupolsr in-
teractions in cubic compounds.

In Fig. 5 we show such isotherms for PrNi5 when the
field is applied along b. These variations are not linear
especially at low temperatures. This esn arise from the
enhancement, when temperature is decreased, of higher-
order terms in field or from the presence of impurities
such as magnetic Pr + ions. In order to get rid of this
last contribution, which could explain the large increase
of M&/0; at low temperature and in low field, we have
analyzed only the variations in high field, especially their
slopes +HF. Such an analysis is justified by the calcula-
tion which shows, as illustrated in Fig. 5 for T=13 K,
that the H, dependences of Mz/H, - are much better ac-
counted for in high field than in low field.

In Fig. 6 we show the thermal variations below 30 K
of the 7HF's measured along the s, b, snd c axes in a 65-
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koe internal field. A large anisotropy between the six-

fold axis and the basal plane can be seen. Along c, as
obscrvcd In many compounds, +~F Is negative. How-

ever, its absolute value is weak and decreases roughly
linearly as the temperature is increased. Qn the con-
trary, along a and b, XHF is one order of magnitude
larger and exhibits an unusual thermal dependence

mainly characterized by a change of sign at 8 K. This
must be related to the CEF levels of the Pr + ions.

According to the nature of the CEF levels, gH„' is ex-

pected to either (i) vary as 1/T at low temperature
when the ground state is magnetic or (ii) to present a sat-
uration at low temperature and/or a change of sign
when the ground state is nonmagnetic (see Fig. 2 of Ref.
26). The behavior of XH„' in PrNi5 is clearly characteris-
tic of a CEF singlet ground-state system.

Using the parameters describing Ni and Pr deter-
mined above, we have calculated through the diagonali-
zation of the Hamiltonian acting on Pr the thermal
dependences of XHF along the three symmetry directions
and for a 65-kOe internal field (dashed lines in Fig. 6).
Along c the agreement is satisfactory. In contrast, along
a and b, although the shape of the variation is rather
well accounted for (especially the change of sign), there
remains a shift. Taking into account the quadrupolar
coupling coeScients 6 = —10 mK and 6'= —20 mK,
the fit (variations in solid lines) is significantly improved.
6' has no e6'ect along c and the role of 6 is negligible

along this direction. Note that the improvement is also
noticeable on the magnetization in high Geld, mainly

along the b axis (see Fig. 4). Another set of parameters
such as 6 = —30 mK and 6'=0 mK would also give a

0

g

0

-O.l-
-0.2 - —.. ~ ~

-0.3-
0 20

T(K)
30

1,44

140-
p ~

1.50 ..
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1.45- .

1.65 ~

1
C)

~ 1.90:

X

Pr Ni5 HII b 140

- 1.45

-1,40

-1.60

- 1.55

FIG. 6. PrNi5. thermal variation of the +HF susceptibility
below 30 K along the a, b, and c axes in a 65-kOe internal field

I,'see text). Points are experimental values, solid lines are calcu-
lated with 6 = —10 IK and 6'= —20 IK, and dashed lines
are calculated without quadrupolar interactions. Both calcu-
lated variations are identical for the c axis.

rather good agreement; however, it would lead to a
worse agreement for magnetoelastic properties (see
below). These results are, to our knowledge, the first
determination of quadrupolar interactions (magnetoelas-
tic plus two ion) by magnetic measurements in a noncu-
bic rare-earth compound.

IV. MAGNKTGKI. ASTIC PROPERTIES

155- ..
~ ~

r

1.50-
25 K

-170

1.40
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I
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1.40

4500 6000

H;(kOe }

FIG. 5. PrNi, : variation of MT/8; vs H at diferent tern-
peratures for the b axis.

The magnetoclastic measurements were performed on
a cubic sample of about 4-mrn sides obtained by spark
cutting, with faces perpendicular to the a, 1, and e axes,
respectively. The rnagnetostriction and thermal-
expansion measurements along these three axes were
made successively by using a capacitance method with a
relative sensitivity of about 10 for 5I/I. The dilatornc-
ter was built in copper and was calibrated with high-
purity copper and aluminum specimens. The thermal
expansion measurements were performed in the ternpera-
turc range 1.2 —75 K. The magnetostriction measure-
ments werc done in the temperature range 1.2 —20 K.
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The magnetic field could be applied parallel to the strain
measurement direction (H up to 70 kOe) or rotated in

the plane perpendicular to this direction (H up to 40
kOe).

A. Magnetostriction

%hatever is the direction of measurements, the mag-
netostriction is at least one order of magnitude smaller
when the field is applied along c than perpendicular to c.
This is well illustrated in Fig. 7 for the magnetostriction
measured along c. Within the experimental accuracy
the magnetostrictions follow a 0, law. The thermal
variations of the coefficient d (5c/c)/dH; of this law are
shown in the insets of Fig. 7. %hen the field is along c
this thermal variation is meaningless because of large ex-
perimental error bars. These uncertainties do not arise
from the inaccuracy of the measurement but from a
slight disorientation of the sample with regard to the ap-
plied field. Indeed, when the field is applied close to a
hard magnetization axis in systems with large anisotro-

py, such a disorientation leads to strong spurious contri-
butions. In contrast, when the field is applied perpendic-
ular to c, the thermal variation of this coeScient is
unusual and exhibits a large maximum around 11 K.
Such a maximum is also observed when the magnetos-
triction is measured along the a and 1 axes. Note that a
previous study, performed on a polycrystal and below 50

kOe, surprisingly did not reveal any noticeable magne-
tostriction.

In the following, we will consider the measurements
performed when the field is applied along the 1 axis.
From the measurements of length changes along the a,
b, and c axes we can deduce the symmetrized strains
5e ',5e,ei [see Eq. (18)]. The values of e', are meaning-

less because they result from the difterence of values of
5a/a and 5b/b which are very close to each other. The
5e values are the largest because they result from the
sum of contributions with the same sign, while the 5e '

values are smaller and thus less accurate because they
result from contributions with opposite sign (see Fig. 8).
As mentioned above for the magnetostgiction along the c
axis, at any temperature 5e ' and 5e follow a H, law

in a large range of magnetic fields (see Fig. 9). The
thermal dependences of ~3d (5e ')/dH; and

&6d(5e )/dH, are shown in Fig. 10. They exhibit
around 11 K a large maximum similar to that observed
on the thermal variation of the magnetic susceptibility in
the basal plane.

According to Eqs. (8) and (12), the field dependences
of 5e ' and 5e are directly related to the quadrupolar
susceptibility X& . Using the CEF and bilinear exchange
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FIG. 7. Magnetostriction of Prwi5 measured along the c
axis for fields parallel and perpendicular to c The insets show

the corresponding therlnal dependences of d (5c/e)/dH .

FIG. 8. Experimental and calculated field dependences
of &35@ '=5V/V =(6+/'a)+(5b/6)+(6e/c) and &66e
=2(6e /c) —(5& /a ) —(5b /6) at diferent temperatures when
the field is applied along b. Calculation was performed with

6 = —10 mK and G'= —20 mK.
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FIG. 9. Experimental variations of &65m =2{5@/t.")
—t5a/a) —(5b/b) vs H at different temperatures when the

field is applied along the 1 axis.

parameters determined above, the thermal variation of
calculated from Eq. (15) with 6 =0 has been nor-

malized on the experimental values leading to
A"'= —1.44&&10 and A =7.23&&10 (dashed line
in Fig. 10). The agreement is quite satisfactory, especial-
ly with regard to the existence of the maximum around
11 K. As a second step we have used the value of 6
determined above from the analysis of the magnetization
curves. This leads to the calculated thermal depen-
dences of d(5e ')/dH; and d(oE )/dH; shown as solid
lines in Fig. 10. The agreement with experimental varia-
tions is slightly better than with 6 =0, especially for
the curves corresponding to T=8 K and 12 K, which
are the experimental values obtained with the highest ac-
curacy. The diagonalization of the full Hamiltonian us-
ing these parameters describes the field dependences of
the magnetostriction well (Fig. 8).

The determination of the magnetoelastic coeScients
8 ' and 8 from A ' and A [Eq. (8)] necessitates the
knowledge of the elastic constants c; . These values were
obtained from ultrasonic measurements at 300 K and
have led to c&&

——19.3)&10 K, cj2 ——0.80)(10 K, and

czar ——9.6&10 K. Using a thermal variation of the elas-
tic constants analogous to that observed in CeNi5, ' the
values then obtained for the magnetoelastic coeScients
are 8 '= —54 K and 8 =168 K. Using these values
in Eq. (10) leads to an estimate of the one-ion magneto-
elastic contribution to the quadrupolar parameters:6,=5.3 mK.

B. Thermal expansion

0
80

o fj0-
I

PrNi

We show in Fig. 11 the thermal expansions of PrNi5
and LaNi& in the temperature range 1.2 —40 K. In
LaNi5, the thermal expansion is isotropic. In PrNi5,
whereas the thermal expansion is isotropic in the basal
plane, a large anisotropy is observed between the c axis
and the basal plane. %'e have assumed that the thermal
expansion of LaNi, corresponds to the electronic and
lattice contributions of PrNi5 and was subtracted from
the raw data of the thermal expansion of PrNi5 to
deduce the magnetic contribution. In Fig. 12 we show
the temperature dependences of the linear thermal ex-
pansion coeScients measured parallel and perpendicular
to the hexagonal axis. These coefticients of opposite sign
exhibit a large maximum around 13 K. Below 12 K, the
variations are similar to those reported in Ref. 16 in
spite of dift'erences in magnitude along the c axis.

From the formulae (8) and (17) we obtain

)0 )5
T(K) 66 —

) 1 2 3

b v'2 2
=&3 5e — —6e - ——e',

FIG. 10. Experimental and calculated thermal dependences
of &3d(5e ')/dH; and &6d|5e )/dH; when the field is ap-
plied along the b axis. Solid lines and dashed lines are the cal-
culations with 6 = —10 mK and 6'= —20 mK and
6 =6'=0, respectively. In the paramagnetic range and in the absence of any
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~IN@~ ~ ~ ~ 4 H
~ A*410 ~ ~1

gal
g a2

6,
Ga
6',
66

—54 +8K
168 +8 K

(22 K
5.3+0.8 K

—10 +5 mK
&0.5 mK

—20+10 mK

TABLE II. Magnetoelastic and quadrupolar parameters in

PrNi5.

-5

)0

N. PrNis, hc/c
'e

20 lj,Q

dth 5b/bd p
thermal dependence f

P"P-t""'lt'th't'f5(ol) Wthg =-10 K
and 6'= —20 mK, we have calculated the thermal
dependenees of the linear thermal expansion coeScients
d(5clc)ldT and d(5blb)ldT (solid lines in Fig. 12).
Although larger than the experimental points at low
temperatures, these variations give a rather good ac-
count of the measurements. Normalizing the calculated
variation on the maxima to the experimental ones would
lead to slightly difFerent magnetoelastic coeScients
(8"= —34 K and 8 =131 K, dashed lines in Fig. 12).

FIG. 11. Thermal expansion measured along the b and c
axes for PrNi5 and LaNi5, respectively. Note that in LaNi&

thermal expansion is isotropic.

LA

-2.

30 40

FIG. 12. Calculated and measured thermal variations of the
linear thermal expansion coeScients along b and c axes in
PrNi5. The calculation was performed vnth 6 = —10mK and
6'= —20 mK. Solid lines correspond to 8 '= —54 K and
8 =168 K; dashed lines correspond to 8 '= —35 K and
8" =132 K.

V. DISCUSSION

In this paper an extensive experimental study on the
PrNi& hexagonal compound is presented. All the mea-
surements, i.e, , magnetic susceptibility, field dependence
of magnetization, resistivity, msgnetostriction, and
thermal expansion, were satisfactorily interpreted within
the same set of parameters involved in the Hamiltonian
acting on the Pr ions and taking into account the Ni
contribution (see Tables I and II). All the unusual
features of PrNi5, especially the maxima observed in the
vicinity of 15 K in the thermal dependences of these
properties, are due to the spacing and the nature of the
low-lying CEF levels.

The CEF and bilinear exchange parameters are quite
consistent with those determined previously (Table I).
The slight difFerences could originate from substitutions
or ofF stoichiometric efFects associated with the prepara-
tion of each sample.

In our analysis only the isotropic bilinear exchange in-
teraction wss considered. The existence of a weak sniso-
tropic term was found in GdNi5 and led to a very small

anisotropy of the observed magnetic susceptibility along
and perpendicular to c. Extrapolating this term to
PrNi&, according to the de Gennes lsw, leads to a quite
negligible value.

Note that the value of the total exchange interaction n

is undercritical in PrNi5, preventing the appearance of
any magnetic order. Such order would take place at
T,„=15 K for a critical value n, = 1/XT" =52.6
kOe/pz. It is worth noting that, due to the particular
shape of the susceptibility, for n values slightly larger
than this critical value the magnetic order would take
place only in a small range of temperatures around 15
K.
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A. Nickel contribution

So far in this discussion the Ni contribution has been
neglected. In fact we have determined its magnitude
and shown that, although small, it strongly inAuences
the observed properties, especially the high-temperature
magnetic susceptibility. The Ni susceptibility 7~;, con-
sidered as temperature independent, is very close to that
determined in the other E.Ni, compounds. ' '

As in the other RNi5 compounds, ' ' the sign of the
molecular Geld coeScient n&N; corresponds to a negative
interaction between the spins of the rare-earth and those
of the Ni atoms. This interaction is quite comparable to
that determined in the other RNi~ compounds as well.

B. Magnetoelastic coefBcients

Our study allowed us to determine the 8 ' and 8~
magnetoelastic coefficients. The rather good agreement
between the values of these coefficients determined by
two techniques (magnetostriction and thermal expansion)
shows that the volume and axial strain dependences of
the exchange interactions, " if present, only contribute
weakly to the magnetostriction, %e have also estimated
these magnetoelastic coefficients within the point-charge
model. Considering only the eight first Pr nearest
neighbors leads to values (8 ' = —4g K and 8' = +262
K) of the same sign and of similar magnitude as the ex-
perimental values.

As shown above, the quadrupolar parameter 6 con-
tributes to the second-order CEF parameter 82 even

without magnetic field. Taking into account a calculated
value (Oz ) =7, the determined value of G contributes
for about 1% to the Bz value. It thus appears quite
justified to neglect such a contribution to the CEF in
PrNi&.

C. Two-ion quadrupolar interactions

The magnetoelastic contribution 6, to 6 and 6',
to 6' being always positive, the negative values of 6
and 6' lead to values of the two-ion quadrupolar in-
teractions still more negative: E = —15 mK and
K'& —20 mK. This constitutes, to our knowledge, the
first evidence for the existence of antiferroquadrupolar
interactions between rare-earth ions in a noncubic com-
pound. Although determined with a poor accuracy,
these negative two-ion quadrupolar coefficients are of the
same order of magnitude as those determined in some
cubic Pr compounds, as in PrMgz (Ref. 34) or PrPb3.
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